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Abstract— As robots begin to move from structured industrial environments to the real world, they must be equipped to
not only safely interact with the environment, but also reason
about how to leverage contact to perform tasks. In this work,
we develop a modeling and motion planning framework for
continuum robots that accounts for contact anywhere along
the robot. We first present an analytical model for continuum
manipulators under contact and discuss the ideal choice of
generalized coordinates given properties of the manipulator and
task specifications. We then demonstrate the utility of our model
by developing a motion planning framework that can solve a
diverse set of tasks. We apply our framework to end effector
path planning for a soft arm in an obstacle-rich environment,
and grasp planning for soft robotic grippers, where contact can
happen anywhere on the arm or gripper. Finally, we verify the
utility of our model and planning framework by planning a
grasp with a desired contact force for a soft antipodal gripper
and testing this grasp in a hardware demonstration. Overall,
our model and planning approach further enhance soft and
continuum robots where they already excel: utilizing contact
with the world to achieve their goals with a gentle touch.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots are increasingly moving from constrained, structured settings (e.g., assembly lines and warehouses) to less
controlled environments (e.g., construction sites, hospitals,
or our homes), where they can enhance human capabilities
and assist in patient care or activities of daily living. In
these unstructured settings, robots are required to operate
reliably under uncertainty, share their workspace with human collaborators, and impart precisely controlled forces on
fragile objects without damaging them. Today’s industrystandard robots typically try to meet these requirements
through motion plans that limit or eliminate contacts with
their surroundings. However, as traditional robots tend to be
both powerful and rigid, relying on active obstacle avoidance
can be dangerous: perception or actuation system errors,
or small disturbances can lead to vastly different contact
interactions, and thus catastrophic failures that cause damage
or injury.
Soft robots, in contrast to their rigid counterparts, can
gently interact with the world despite failures or planning
inaccuracies via passive compliance in their materials and/or
structures [1]. Compliance has been leveraged in a variety of
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Fig. 1: Continuum robots are commonly applied to a variety of applications
where contact with the world is key to success. a) Grasping, b) in-hand
manipulation, and c) whole-arm grasping (as demonstrated by elephant
trunks) can require contact along the entire length of manipulator. d)
Navigating an end-effector through clutter, e) navigating an endoscope, and
f) organ retraction during surgery can all be best performed by planning to
utilize contact with the world (or human body). g) In this work, we present a
model and path planning framework for continuum manipulators undergoing
contact interactions with obstacles or objects in their environment. Our
approach accounts for the effect of gravity in systems with a low or high
stiffness-to-weight ratio, i contact forces Fci , and robot actuation torque M.

soft and continuum robotic manipulation systems spanning
a broad range of applications, as summarized in Fig. 1.
Soft hands have been developed for robust grasping of
objects with uncertain properties [2]–[5], as well as in-hand
manipulation [6]–[8]. Continuum arms can grasp objects
with contact anywhere along their length (inspired by elephant trunks and octopus arms) [9], [10] without exceeding force thresholds. Soft arms have also been deployed
as safe wearable devices to assist with lifting or holding
items [11], have enabled workspace sharing or co-operation
with humans [12], and were proposed for autonomously
solving household tasks [13]. Continuum arms can also
leverage their whole-body compliance to navigate unknown
surroundings with ease [14]. This enables pick-and-place
tasks in cluttered environments; exploration of rubble in
search and rescue scenarios [15]; and medical applications
such as organ retraction, and steering of endoscopes and

needles [16]–[19].
Utilizing the compliance of soft systems, researchers
have demonstrated impressive capabilities with either feedforward control [20], [21] or planning and closed-loop
control with the assumption that contact interactions are
limited to the end-effector [22] or can be neglected altogether
[14], [23]. Operating soft robots outside of an artificiallyconstrained laboratory setting, however, may necessitate accurate knowledge and control of their shape and contact
interactions along their whole body. For example, in medical
procedures, organ retraction requires a force sufficiently high
to hold the organ but below the trauma threshold [18]. Similarly, forces cannot exceed damage thresholds in grasping
and in-hand manipulation of delicate objects. In addition,
whole-arm manipulation and pick-and-place operations can
only be precisely executed if the effects of contact disturbances along the whole manipulator are accounted for.
The analytical model we present in this work addresses
this need, accurately accounting for the influence of actuation
torques, gravity, and an unlimited number of contact forces
along the neutral axis (backbone) of a soft robotic manipulator. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We present an analytical model for soft continuum
manipulators that undergo contact interactions with obstacles or objects in their environment (Section III).
• We show how this model can be incorporated into a
nonlinear program to enable contact-aware trajectory
planning for soft robots.
• We showcase the capability of this planning framework
by solving two cardinal tasks: navigating clutter with a
soft arm that leverages bracing for improved accuracy
(Section IV-A); and robust grasping of obstacles with
varying diameters with a soft gripper (Section IV-B).
• We demonstrate the utility and accuracy of our grasp
planner through simulations and an experimental validation on physical hardware (Sections V and VI).
II. R ELATED W ORK
Soft robotic grasping and manipulation has traditionally
relied on open-loop control of actuators with minimal modeling and planning involved, with the promise of passive
adaptation to the environment. Many soft grippers forgo
proprioception or force feedback entirely, with great success
in simple tasks [2], [5]. However, without any explicit
planning of contact forces, the stability of most grasps (while
robust to uncertainties) are difficult to observe or predict.
Grasp planning can be used to enable robots to choose how
to place their soft fingers to achieve optimal grasps.
A variety of approaches exist for robust modeling and
control of soft robots [24]. Many modeling frameworks
assume the neutral axis of a soft manipulator follows a
piecewise constant curvature shape [14], [25]. However, this
model breaks down when the robot makes contact with
the environment. In addition, Koopman operator theory has
been successfully used to account for variation in payload
mass to ensure accurate end effector trajectories [26]. These
modeling frameworks are robust, but to date they have

only considered contact at the end-effector, only indirectly
modeling the effects of forces imparted along the arm [27].
Grasp planning, which has its roots in rigid mechanical
systems, has been applied with limited success to soft
robots. For example, the classical stability metric used in
many grasp planners, epsilon quality, assumes perfectly rigid
fingers [28]. This metric, and other relevant grasp quality
measures, have been extended to include compliant contacts
as well [29], [30]. More recently, learning-based approaches
to grasp planning have shown great promise for rigid and soft
robotic hands alike [31], [32]. However, these techniques can
often produce spurious results in new situations, or require
substantial computational power to obtain reasonable results.
Finally, trajectory planning where contact is explicitly
accounted for is critical for applications such as manipulation
and walking (where contact is essential). Trajectory planning
with contact interactions is a nontrivial problem from the
computational side [33]. Control of walking behavior heavily
utilizes contact, which has required innovation in the problem
formulation for optimization [34], [35]. For manipulation,
contact modeling has also been a crucial area of study [36],
as well as considering compliant contact in the planning
process [37].
III. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
A. Contact-implicit continuum robot dynamics
Here, we derive the equations of motion for a continuum
manipulator experiencing contact with its environment. A
detailed depiction of the system under consideration can
be found in Fig. 1(g). The manipulator has length L and
is controlled via a tip-applied moment M (e.g., from cable
actuation). Let the manipulator configuration be described
in general coordinates q; different choices for generalized
coordinates are discussed in Section III-C. Given generalized
coordinates q, we express the manipulator’s backbone curve
as a function of q and arc length s. The coordinates of a
point along the backbone then are (x(q, s), y(q, s)), where
Z s

x(q, s) =

cos(φ (q, ŝ))d ŝ,
0

Z s

y(q, s) =

sin(φ (q, ŝ))d ŝ,
0

with backbone angle φ (q, s).
External contact forces Fci act on the continuum robot at
(x(q, sci ), y(q, sci )). While the contact forces act perpendicular to the actuator’s backbone (corresponding to a frictionless system) in our setup, our framework can be extended to
allow contact forces within a pre-specified friction cone.
We can derive the governing equations for this continuum
robot from the Euler-Lagrange equation:


∂L
d ∂L
−
= τ − bT q̇.
(1)
dt ∂ q̇
∂q
This includes the Lagrangian L = T − V (with kinetic
energy T and potential energy V ), generalized forces τ, and
the generalized damping term bT q̇. The potential energy
V stored in this system consists of energy from backbone

TABLE I: Continuum manipulator deformation models for n = 3 generalized coordinates

generalized coordinates
backbone curvature ω

backbone angle φ (q, s)

Piecewise constant curvature (PCC)

Piecewise smooth curvature (PSC)

curvature of 
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curvature energy Vc
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curvature Vc , backbone extension Ve , gravitational energy
Vg , and, depending on actuator type, fluid pressure or cable
tension; its kinetic energy T is due to the velocity of the
backbone’s mass Tkin and, for fluidic actuation, fluid flow.
Ignoring the effect of fluid flow, the system’s kinetic
energy can be obtained as:
Tkin =

1
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Z L
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perpendicular to this axis. We therefore restrict the bending
beam deformations to lie within the primary bending plane
and neglect the effect of torsion and transverse shear forces.
We limit our treatment to quasi-static applications and also
assume the actuator to be inextensible (which is accurate for
many cable driven and pneumatic actuator designs). Without
loss of generality, we consider only one contact interaction
along the manipulator and ignore the effect of friction.

0

with ρ(s) being the manipulator’s linear density as a function of s. The components of the potential energy can be
expressed in generalized coordinates as:
Vc =

EI
2

Z L

Ve =

κ(q, s)2 ds,

0

EAe 2
∆L ,
2

Z L

Vg = g

ρ(s)y(q, s)ds,
0

where I is the moment of inertia of the continuum manipulator, E its effective Young’s modulus, κ its backbone
curvature, Ae its effective area, ∆L its change in backbone
length, and g indicates gravity acting in negative y-direction.
Given a number of i contact points Pci = [x(sci ), y(sci )]T =
[xci , yci ]T along the manipulator, with contact forces Fci =
Fci [sin(φci ), − cos(φci )]T , and a tip moment M, the generalized forces can be expressed as:
τ = ∑ JciT Fci +
i

∂ φt
M.
∂q

Here, Jci indicates the Jacobian that transfers the contact
forces at point Pci into generalized forces (see [38] for more
details); φt is the tip angle. The Jacobian Jci is computed as:
Jci =

∂ Pci
.
∂q

B. Simplifying assumptions
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we make a
number of assumptions to simplify the equations governing
the continuum manipulator’s behavior. Many soft robots are
designed to mostly deform along a primary bending axis,
exhibiting significantly higher stiffness in resistance to forces

C. Generalized coordinates
The selection of generalized coordinates used to express
the manipulator’s backbone configuration affects the accuracy and computational complexity of the model. The
ideal choice for generalized coordinates can depend on the
application and the physical properties of the continuum
manipulator. A common choice is the Piecewise Constant
Curvature (PCC) model [39], in which each actuator is split
into n segments of constant length; the curvatures of these
segments are then chosen as the generalized coordinates.
Benefits of this approach are conceptual simplicity, and high
accuracy in specific load cases: given a static bending beam
with neither a distributed load, nor compressive or shear
forces applied, the solution to the static Euler-Bernoulli
differential equation, which describes the deformation of
a bending beam under simplifying assumptions (i.e., small
deflections and linear elasticity), is a beam with constant
curvature.
For more complex load cases, however, a different representation of the manipulator’s backbone shape may be better
suited. Generally speaking, one can pick n functions from
an orthogonal set of basis functions (e.g., trigonometric or
polynomial functions) to approximate each segment of the
manipulator, and use the coefficients of this representation
as the generalized coordinates. Odhner et al. introduced the
Piecewise Smooth Curvature (PSC) model, which leverages
Legendre polynomials as basis functions, and demonstrated
that this choice achieves significantly higher accuracy than
the PCC model for complex load cases [38].
We provide implementations of our model and path planning framework in both the PCC and the PSC coordinates.
The expressions of key components of our model in both
coordinate systems are listed in Table I for dim(q) = 3.
For reasons outlined above, the PSC representation is better

suited for soft robots under complex load cases (i.e., experiencing contact forces along their backbone). We further
believe that the PSC representation is the appropriate choice
for continuum arms with a low stiffness-to-weight ratio, as
the distributed load in this case has a non-negligible effect
on manipulator configuration, leading to deformations with
non-constant curvature. Therefore, the results presented in
Sections V and VI leverage the PSC assumption.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We addressed the two problems of planning for a desired
end-effector position for an arm navigating an environment
with an obstacle (Section V-A), and planning for a desired
manipulator configuration, contact force magnitude, and contact force direction in soft antipodal grasping (Section VB). We formulated these two tasks as constrained nonlinear
programs that share the same general structure (shown in
Equation 2), but vary in their objective function f (x) and
decision variables x:
min
x

s.t.

f (x)

he (q) = 0
Φ(q, scheck ) ≤ 0 ∀scheck
Φ(q, sc ) ≤ 0
−Fc · (Pc − Po ) ≤ 0

(2)

s. It is evaluated at Ncheck equally spaced check points scheck
along the backbone to ensure that no point of the manipulator lies inside the obstacle region (Ncheck = 20 provided
sufficient performance), and at the contact point at sc . A slack
variable λ is introduced in the complementarity constraint to
improve the convergence behavior of the optimization; this
variable, initialized to relax the constraint at the start of the
optimization process, is eventually driven to zero through a
dedicated term in the objective function (β1 λ ). Finally, we
limit the magnitude of the actuation torque and contact force
to Mmax and Fmax respectively, and constrain sc to lie on the
manipulator.
A. Quasi-static pose planning
In this setting, we plan for a manipulator configuration that
brings the end-effector as close as possible to a desired pose
(position and orientation, designated as Pt,d ). We introduce a
circular obstacle into our planning environment, with which
the manipulator is not allowed to overlap. The obstacle is
defined by its center coordinates [xo , yo ] and its radius ro . We
optimize over the actuation torque applied at the tip (u = M),
one contact force with magnitude (Fc ) and position along the
curve (sc ), and the manipulator configuration (q). We solve
this task through the nonlinear program outlined in Eq. 2;
the complete objective function for this problem is shown
below in Eq. 5, followed by an explanation of its terms:
f (x) = uT Ru + (Pt,d − Pt )T Q(Pt,d − Pt )+

Φ(q, sc )Fc − λ

= 0

(Po − Pc )T Qc (Po − Pc ) + β1 λ − β2 Fc . (5)

−λ

≤ 0

This objective penalizes the magnitude of actuation
torques (uT Ru) and the deviation from the desired tip pose
((Pt,d − Pt )T Q(Pt,d − Pt )). A term rewarding proximity between the contact point on the backbone and the obstacle
((Po − Pc )T Qc (Po − Pc )) is included. R, Q, and Qc are
positive semi-definite and can be adjusted depending on
the relative importance of the respective objective terms.
As outlined earlier, the cost function also contains a term
with a slack variable (β1 λ , with β1 ≥ 0) to relax the contact
complementarity constraint (Φ(q, sc )Fc ). A term rewarding
higher contact forces (β2 Fc , with β2 ≥ 0) can be added to
the cost in order to drive the convergence towards solutions
utilizing contact.

|M| ≤ Mmax
0

≤ Fc ≤ Fmax

0

≤ sc ≤ L.

At the heart of both optimization problems lies a constraint
that enforces a feasible state based on Equation 1 as:


∂L
d ∂L
−
− τ + bT q̇ = 0.
(3)
dt ∂ q̇
∂q
In the steady-state simplification (i.e., q̇ = 0) and assuming
actuation with moment Ma at the tip, we can derive the
equality constraint he (q) = 0 from Eq. 3 as:
∂ φt
∂ L (q)
he (q) :=
+ ∑ JciT Fci +
M.
q
∂q
i

(4)

The constraints further contain non-penetration constraints
with guard function Φ(q, s) that ensure that the manipulator does not penetrate the obstacle; a constraint enforcing
that the contact force Fc points away from the obstacle
(−Fc · (Pc − Po ) ≤ 0); and a complementarity constraint
(Φ(q, sc )Fc − λ = 0) which ensures that contact forces can
only be non-zero when the contact point lies on the obstacle
and the manipulator.
The guard function Φ(q, s) = −||Ps − Po ||2 + ro is a function of the obstacle’s radius ro and position Po = [xo , yo ]T , as
well as a point Ps = (xs , ys ) on the manipulator at arc length

B. Grasp planning
In this demonstration, we plan antipodal pinch grasps
for two soft fingers as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each of the
fingers consists of two independently actuated segments in
series, based on the design presented in [5]. We aim to
plan a symmetrical grasp for a cylindrical object with center
coordinates [xo , yo ] and radius ro such that the contact forces
are maximized, while no net forces are imparted on the
object. We formulate this task as a nonlinear program with
the structure and constraints introduced in Eq. 2 and the
following objective:
f (x) = Fc T asym + (Po − Pc )T Qc (Po − Pc )
+ β1 λ − β2 Fc . (6)

Fig. 2: We demonstrate the capability to plan symmetrical antipodal grasps
for soft fingers with two pneumatic actuator segments per finger. (a) We plan
for the direction and magnitude of the contact force Fc that the soft fingers
(blue) exert onto a cylindrical object (grey) with radius ro . A plan prescribes
the torques M1 and M2 applied to the proximal and distal segments of the
fingers, as well as the distance between the palm and the object center (d).
(b-d) The objective of our grasp planner is to find settings for M1 , M2 , and
d that achieve a sufficiently strong grasping force without imparting a net
force onto the object to minimize the risk of unexpected object motion (and
thus grasp failure).

This objective function contains a term that projects the
contact force onto the gripper’s axis of symmetry (which has
direction asym ). Minimizing this term (while simultaneously
maximizing the contact force magnitude Fc ) penalizes grasps
that impart a destabilizing force onto the object (net force
Fnet in Fig. 2(b-d)). The remaining terms of the objective
function were introduced and explained in Section IV-A.
We assume that the two fingers receive identical control
commands. We optimize over the fingers’ proximal and distal
actuation torques (M1 and M2 , respectively), the manipulator
configuration (q), the contact force magnitude (Fc ) and
location (sc ), as well as the distance between the gripper
base and the obstacle (d). Optionally, d can be constrained
to be within a desired range [dmin , dmax ].
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we showcase how our framework can
be used to plan for intricate contact interactions between
continuum robots and their environment. First, we quantify
the end-effector positioning error and required actuation
torque for a large number of target positions in four different
planning scenarios in which the obstacle is either absent,
avoided, or used for bracing. We then demonstrate the ability
to plan a trajectory that leverages bracing against an obstacle
to minimize the distance between desired and achieved endeffector position. We compare the resulting trajectory to
trajectories planned without an obstacle and ones planned to
strictly avoid contact with the obstacle. Finally, we show how
our model can be used to accurately plan for the direction
and magnitude of contact forces in grasps with compliant
fingers. For all these cases, we solve the respective nonlinear
programs (as introduced in Section IV) using SNOPT [40].
A. Planning end-effector placement
In order to demonstrate the utility of our framework and
highlight the importance of accurately modeling contact

interactions that soft continuum robots undergo with their
environment, we present a comparison of end-effector placement planning under four distinct paradigms: (i) planning
and plan execution in the absence of obstacles; (ii) planning
under the assumption that no obstacle is present, followed by
plan execution in the presence of an obstacle; (iii) planning
and plan execution in the presence of an obstacle, such
that no contact occurs (i.e., traditional ’obstacle avoidance’);
and (iv) planning and plan execution in the presence of
an obstacle, explicitly allowing and planning for contact
interactions between robot and obstacle. While planning
under paradigms (i)-(iii) is feasible with traditional models
for continuum manipulators, our model is uniquely suited
to plan under paradigm (iv). The herein presented framework enables planning for end-effector placements, robot
configurations, and/or desired contact forces under all four
paradigms through changes to the constraints defining the
minimum and maximum allowed contact force. We demonstrate this capability by planning for a set of desired endeffector positions (Fig. 3, green) in each of the paradigms
on a toy problem with one obstacle. The manipulator in this
setting consists of one actuator.
We further highlight how our framework can be used
to accurately plan for bracing against obstacles to extend
a soft robot’s reachable space under strict torque limits.
This is of particularly importance for soft robotic arms,
which are often restricted in reachability and end-effector
force output by their low relative strength. We show plans
obtained under a high (Mmax = 10 N mm, Fig. 3(a-d)) and low
(Mmax = 2.5 N mm, Fig. 3(e-h)) torque limits.
Manipulator and – if present – obstacle geometry and
placement were held constant across all runs, while the
desired end-effector position was varied. The same 25 endeffector goal positions, shown in Fig. 3(a-h) in green, were
planned for in each of the paradigms for each torque limit.
The decision variable initialization was identical across runs
and chosen such that the initial guess for the manipulator
configuration describes a manipulator passing the obstacle
on the upper side. For each target end-effector position, we
found the optimal configuration and torque commands by
solving the nonlinear program described in Eq. 5, recording
the final torque command and end-effector positioning error. Mean and standard deviation of required torques and
resulting contact forces and positioning errors across the
25 runs for each paradigm and torque limit are shown in
Fig. 3. These results show that planning under paradigm (iv)
achieves the lowest average errors, and demonstrate how our
framework can provide motion plans that leverage bracing,
which is of great benefit for soft arms with strict actuation
limits. Specifically, the weaker manipulator is not strong
enough to remain above the obstacle without contacting
it. The manipulator therefore passes above the obstacle
under planning paradigm (ii) (causing a non-zero contact
force), and underneath the obstacle in the obstacle-avoidance
paradigm (which prevents contact forces but results in high
positioning errors). Conversely, under planning paradigm
(iv), the manipulator exploits its ability to make contact with

Fig. 3: We compare traditional path planning paradigms for soft arms (columns 1-3) to our contact-implicit approach (column 4). (a-d) A continuum arm
with one actuator is tasked to reach a target (green) without exceeding an actuation limit of Mmax = 10 N m. Configurations were planned separately for
the 25 different end-effector targets shown in green. (e-h) The same arm is tasked to reach the goal positions shown in green, but it is now limited to
a torque below Mmax = 2.5 N m. (i-l) We show the mean actuation required, as well as the average end-effector positioning errors and contact forces for
the previously introduced planning tasks for high (blue) and low (orange) torque limits. (m-p) For each of the planning paradigms, we plan a quasi-static
trajectory in which the arm attempts to track a series of end-effector goal positions (from light to dark green). The resulting arm configurations are shown
in light to dark blue.

its environment to bring the end-effector closer to its target.
In addition to the quantitative evaluation of planning endeffector placement under the different paradigms described
above, we illustrate the capability to plan quasi-static endeffector trajectories in each of the paradigms. In these experiments, we prescribe a trajectory of desired tip positions (see
Fig. 3(m-p), green), and solve our path planning nonlinear
program for these goal positions. For each time step, the nonlinear program is initialized with the solution of the previous
time step to accelerate the search for a feasible solution and
to encourage solutions that are close to the previous solution.
The resulting trajectories for each of the planning paradigms
are shown in Fig. 3(m-p). As expected, the end-effector
is able to track the target trajectory reasonably well under
paradigms (i) and (iv), shown in Fig. 3(m) and Fig.3(p),
respectively. Higher tracking errors are evident in the plans
obtained under paradigms (ii) and (iii), depicted in Fig. 3(n)
and Fig.3(o), respectively.
B. Grasp planning
Planning for the magnitude and direction of the forces that
soft fingers impart on an object in a two-finger pinch grasp

is beneficial for two reasons: the stability, robustness, and
strength of a two-finger pinch grasp is affected by the direction and magnitude of the applied forces; and prescribing
precise limits on the magnitude of the contact force prior
to grasp execution facilitates gentle interactions between a
gripper and fragile objects. The ability to prescribe a series
of known contact forces between continuum fingers and an
object is further useful in planning in-hand manipulation
sequences with soft robotic hands.
We show that our framework can be used to plan for a
desired direction and magnitude of a contact force between a
soft robotic finger and an object by planning a two-fingered
pinch grasp. In our setting, each of the pneumatically actuated continuum fingers has two segments for which the
bending torques can be controlled independently (similar to
the hardware described in [5]). Given an object with diameter
d, we set up a nonlinear program to obtain the actuation
torques and the relative position between the gripper’s palm
and the object such that the net force imparted by the
two fingers is zero, while the magnitude of each contact
force is maximized (within predefined bounds). We plan
grasps for object diameters ranging from 15 mm to 70 mm;

optimal distal segment pressures, as shown in Fig. 5(a,b). As
expected, when the distal segment is weakened, the object
is pushed away from the gripper, while a stronger distal
segment forces the object toward the gripper’s palm. This
illustrates the importance of our grasp planning approach in
obtaining actuator torques and gripper positions that lead to
contact forces that maximize grasp strength and stability.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK

Fig. 4: Implementing contact force limits on objects leads to different
planned grasps for optimal stability. Grasps were planned for cylindrical
objects ranging from 15 mm to 75 mm diameter with a contact force limit
of a) Fc =3.33 N and b) Fc =10 N. c) The planned actuation pressures are
shown for each case.

for each object, we plan two grasps, one each with a low
(Fmax = 10 N) and high (Fmax = 3.3 N) contact force limits.
The planned control inputs and resulting grasp configurations
are visualized in Fig. 4.
VI. H ARDWARE VALIDATION
To demonstrate the capabilities of our analytical model
and grasp planning framework, we validate the ability to
robustly grasp an object with a desired force on physical
hardware. We used a pneumatically-powered soft gripper
with two independently-actuated bending segments per finger
(first demonstrated in [5]) with symmetric control of the
fingers. After calibrating the planner with measured lengths
(each finger is 100 mm long, where the distal segment is
30% of the the total length) and stiffnesses (EI), a grasp
was planned for a desired maximum contact force of 3.3 N
on a table-mounted cylindrical object with a diameter of
60 mm. The physical gripper then grasps a sensorized object
at the planned actuation pressures and centering position.
The sensorized object is constructed from two half-cylinders
which are each rigidly attached to an ATI Nano17 six-axis
load cell, both of which are fixed to mechanical ground. This
enables measurement of forces and torques imparted on the
object during grasping.
A sketch of the planned grasp, overlayed on a photo of the
grasp’s execution in hardware, is shown in Fig. 5(top). We
observe good agreement in the resulting grasping force when
applying the planned actuation torques to the hardware system (see Fig. 5(b)). The planner attempts to achieve contact
forces pointing directly toward the object’s center of mass
which results in an optimal grasp. However, if sub-optimal
grasps are performed, a net destabilizing force is imparted
on the sensorized cylinder. To validate this in hardware,
we investigated the resulting destabilizing forces for sub-

In this work, we developed an analytical model and associated motion planning framework for continuum robots under
contact with obstacles or objects anywhere along their length,
and discussed how the properties of the manipulator and task
specifications inform the choice of generalized coordinates.
Based on our model, we then developed a motion planning
framework to solve several important tasks: contact force
estimation, end-effector path planning, and grasp planning.
Finally, through a hardware demonstration, we verified the
utility of our model by planning and executing grasps with
a desired contact force.
In the future, a variety of exciting pathways exist to expand
this work. First and foremost, extending the model to threedimensions is key to planning more interesting behaviors
with 3D manipulators. Next, incorporating the dynamics of
continuum manipulators into the model will enable dynamic
motion planning. Additionally, estimation of contact from
backbone shapes using an extended Kalman filter or similar
framework could enable implicit contact sensing, a useful
tool for control of soft systems.

Fig. 5: Validation of the proposed modeling and planning framework applied
to grasp planning. We plan one grasp (sketched) and execute it on hardware.
We then sweep across different actuation torques in hardware that are suboptimal, while measuring a) the destabilizing force applied to the object and
b) the ”grasping” force on the object. This shows the importance of grasp
planning to ensure contact forces on the object lead to the best grasp.
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